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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in October

Decentralized sports betting protocol.

Loyalty rewards services for every buisness

Digital marketplace for industrial materials.

November
Deal Statistics

NFT collateralized lending marketplace

Total Deals Announced

156

Non-US Deals

38

Most Active Firm
(US Deals)

Andreessen
Horowitz

Added to our Watch list

7

November Round Tally
Seed Round

32

C Round

19

A Round

36

D Round

15

B Round

36
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Imprint- 80/100

Imprint is a financial service company building the future of payments, rewards,
and loyalty services.

Round Size

$38 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Kleiner Perkins, Stripe

Location

New York, New York

Total Raised

$52 Million

-Like amazon or other loyalty cards, imprint allows small merchants to give five percent back to their
customers for regular purchases
- couldn't give 10s for Winner take most or distribution
- Winner take most: landgrab, once they have merchants in place they will be locked in 9/10
- VG: will be able to tap into markets like shopify to accelerate their distribution 9/10
PM Fit: still early but could improve 8//10
Market: huge 10/10
Gross margins: purely virtual 10/10
Scalability: could grow very fast and scale accordingly 10/10
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BetDEX- 87/100

BetDEX is the decentralized sports betting protocol.

Round Size

$21 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

FTX, Paradigm

Location

New York, New York, United States

Total Raised

$21 Million

- - takes the cost of the bet out of the betting process
- lessens the counterrisk of betting
highly distributed, highly efficient
- winner take most: protocal could become standard for sports betting 10/10
- VG: Once they coop the major betting players, will distrobute very quickly. betting is inherently viral. 9/10
-PM fit: just a seed round, probably still working out some kinks, could improve score once used. 7/10
-- Market sizse: sports betting is a huge market 10/10
- Gross margins: payment platform software 10/10
- Scalability: 10/10
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Reibus- 88/100
Reibus is a B2B digital marketplace for industrial materials.

Round Size

$75 Million

Investment Series

Series B

Noted Investors

SoftBank Vision Fund

Location

Atlanta, Georgia, United States

Total Raised

$101 Million

Reibus provides a directory of industrial materials to engineers, and literally shows the various products in
a selection box while engineers are designing. So if a designer needs certain properties and has certain
cost constraints, the various options can be seen and selected and specified right then. It speeds time to
mfg significantly, and helps keep engineers from overshooting cost requirement.
So this amounts to a B2B marketplace for industrial materials. We score it a 10/10 for winner-take-most,
and a 9/10 for viral growth. For product market fit, it is a B round so they are pretty far along. But this is a
complex offering to a demanding customer base. We will be conserviate and say 7/10. The remaining
scores are 10/10 for market size and scalability.
In the end this is a brilliantly conceived business and might be the hottest company in Atlanta soon.
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NFTfi- 90/100
NFTfi is a simple NFT collateralized lending marketplace where you may use
your NFT assets as collateral for a loan or lend to other users.

Round Size

$5 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

1kx

Location

Cape Town, South Africa, South Africa

Total Raised

$5.8 Million

Let's say you are sitting on a pile of wealth in crypto assets, and you see an awesome deal, but you don't
want to sell anything you own to make the purchase. Or, perhaps you want to make some extra returns
on the side by lending out some crypto. Enter NFTfi, which enables crypto-collatoralized loans pier-2-pier.
We love this business. It is a 2-sided markeptlace with very strong network effects. The network adds a
layer of trust, the transactions are valuable, and the most liquid marketplace wins. Further, there is viral
growth here as buyers become sellers and vice versa. So 10/10 for both of these key attributes.
For product market fit, we don't know for sure but this is a seed deal, its in South Africa so, not a tier-1
hub, and we will speculate it is a a 7/10. There are many who would say this is an unbounded market, but
we will be conservative and score it a 9/10. Gross margin and scalability are a 10/10 for sure.
What we don't know is - what's the competitive situation here? That will require more diligence as we
don't want to back an also-ran in such a strong winner-take-most market.
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Worldcoin- 81/100
Worldcoin is a new global digital currency that will launch by giving a free
share to every human on Earth.

Round Size

$25 Million

Investment Series

Series Unkniwn

Noted Investors

Andreessen Horowitz, Coinbase

Location

Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Total Raised

$25 Million

- one of the crazier ndeals we have encountered, a little orwelian, bold and remarkable
-coin is in the name, so Andreesen is there
- gives a free share of the currency to every human on earth, solves cold start problem
- differentiates from other cryptos through the orb, a machine that does retinal scans and makes sure
that they only get one world coin
- has to build out the orbs and have people take it all around the world
- if you give a coin to everyone in the world, how is the supply limited, and is it even worth anything?
- paying everyone in the world for their biometric data has ethical implications
- could be worth a lot of money if they succeed
- winner take most: 9/10
- VG: 10/10
- Pm fit: 7/10
- market size 10/10
gross margins: 10/10
- lowest scores for scalability, but that is less important in the blitzscaling model: 6/10, 4/10
-
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November Deals

As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track
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